Introduction
Microwave spectroscopy has provided large amounts of information on gas phase molecular structure and molecular interactions. In this concern, studies of diatomic molecules are of basic interest because of the significant variations in the bonding character causing remarkable changes and trends of molecular parameters such as electric dipole moments or nuclear quadrupole coupling constants which can be measured by microwave spectroscopy. Since the advent of high temperature microwave spectroscopy a number of high temperature diatomic molecules have been studied in this laboratory which have yielded informations regarding systematic variations in quadrupole hyperfine interactions and electric dipole moments in a series of compounds (see for example: Hoeft, Lovas, Tiemann, Törring [1] , Nair, Hoeft, Tiemann [2, 3] ). In the present paper we describe our studies on the hyperfine structure in the rotational spectrum of CuBr which has been produced at high temperatures inside a microwave absorption wave guide. Copper halides are of particular importance especially when they are compared Avith the I a halides for a discussion of chemical bonding. Moreover, recently copper halides have been found to show laser action [4 -6] , and hence their rotational spectrum is of basic interest.
The existence of the monomeric form of copper halides in the gas phase was evident from the analysis of band spectra in the optical region by Mullikan [7] and Ritschl [8] . Later high resolution experiments gave information about the rotational structure in these molecules [9 -13] . Measurements of the pure rotational spectrum were done recently by Manson et al. in the mm wave region from which precise rotational and potential constants were derived [14] [15] [16] . They observed small hyperfine splittings in Cul and CuBr yielding a good estimation of the predominant halogen coupling constants. The hyperfine splitting due to the nuclear quadrupole interaction of Cu was unresolvable by them. Hence for further information on the quadrupole hyperfine structure we undertook the present studies on lower rotational transitions of copper halides in the X-band region of microwave spectroscopy. In low rotational transitions the quadrupole interactions of both nuclei should be observable with the typical resolving power of microwave spectroscopy.
We have recently reported the hyperfine structure in the rotational spectrum of CuF, CuCl and Cul [17 -19] , in which case a systematic trend in the quadrupole coupling constants of Cu nucleus is observed. We have now completed our Avork on the diatomic CuBr molecule, and the present paper deals with the hyperfine interactions in the J = 2 <-l rotational transition lying in the 12 GHz region. 
Experimental
CuBr was produced by the reaction of Br 2 vapour with copper in the heated zone of a splitted wave guide (rectangular cross section), which is described in a former publication [20] . The production of molecules were essentially the same as in CuCl and Cul. Before each run the inner walls of the absorption cell were covered by a thin paste made of fine copper powder and methyl alcohol. During the measurement a continuous stream of Br 2 vapour passed the hot cell coming from a container outside the hot region. The reduction valve of the bromine container was kept at a slightly higher temperature than the room temperature in order to prevent bromine clotting at the valve. The excess of Br 2 was collected in a liquid nitrogen trap to avoid corosion in the pumping system. The gas flow rate of Br 2 could not be measured but the mean pressure in the hot region was estimated to be 10 -1 Torr. The transitions were observed at a reaction temperature of about 800 °C.
We used a 100 kHz Stark modulation spectrometer for our measurements. Due to lack of intensity we restricted our measurements to the most abundant isotopic species 63 Cu 79 Br (35%) and 63 Cu 81 Br (34%) in their ground vibrational state of the X*2 electronic ground state. The quadrupole coupling constants of other isotope 65 Cu can be evaluated from the results on 63 Cu using the ratio of the nuclear quadrupole moments which are known from the hyperfine structure studies of CuF [17] , for instance. Because of the low signal to noise ratio the lines were recorded with a signal averager. Weak lines required integration times up to 40 minutes which have a sweeptime of 20 sees, time constant 100 msec at 6 dB/Octave. In the case of fully resolved lines the full half width of a hfs component was about 400 kHz. A typical part of the spectrum is shown in Figure 1 .
Theory and Analysis
The theory for interpretation of rotational transitions of diatomic molecules with quadrupole coupling of two nuclei is compiled in [21, 22] . For the analysis of the spectra we estimated a value of the coupling constant e g 0 Q of 63 Cu in CuBr from the known constants of other copper halides consid- ering a systematic behaviour as in the case of alkali halides. From these estimations one expects a ratio of the interaction constants of the Cu nucleus of a factor of 1/20 as that of the Br nucleus. Therefore, the coupling of the angular momenta in CuBr may be described by the following scheme. The rotational angular momentum J couples with the nuclear spin I 1 of bromine (/ x = 3/2) giving the angular momentum F 1 with the quantum number F 1 . F t couples with the spin I 2 of the copper nucleus (/ 2 = 3/2) yielding the total angular momentum F with the quantum number F. For the assignment of the observed lines the hyperfine structure of the / = 2 1 rotational transition was calculated using estimated coupling constants and the rotational constants measured by Manson et al. and by a direct diagonalisation of the energy matrix as described earlier [22] . According to the mentioned coupling scheme each energy level is characterised by the three quantum numbers /, F x , and F. Very often, especially when two quadrupole couplings are of the same order, mixing of quantum numbers takes place and F 1 cannot be treated as a good quantum number. The only exact quantum number F is given by the total angular momentum F which is the vector sum of J, I x and / 2 . Because of the large rotational energy in comparison to the coupling energies the hyperfine structure levels can be definitely assigned to good quantum number J characterising the rotational state of the molecule. The quantum number F1 is replaced by the number X which counts the hyperfine sublevels of each system (/, F) in increasing order of energy. The measured frequencies are given in Table 1 . The relative intensities shown are normalized to the sum of all hyperfine structure components of i = 1 ( = 100%). Only lines with more than 0.8% intensity are given in the table. In most cases the observed lines contain two or more overlapping components and hence the line frequencies were corrected, by taking into account the intensities as weighting factors, for a least squares fit. The differences between the corrected frequencies vmeiiS, corr an d single lines of the calculated spectrum are given in the last column of Table 1 . The standard deviation of the least squares fit was 29 kHz for both isotopic species. This is within the estimated accuracy of 40 kHz for the measured frequencies. Table 2 shows the result of the fit to the three parameters eq0Q (Cu), e q0 Q (Br), and B0 + 2 Y02(J + l) 2 with an additional magnetic spin rotation parameter of the bromine nucleus gave no statistical evidence for this parameter.
Discussion
The ratio of the quadrupole moment Q of 79 Br and 81 Br can be calculated from the present e q Q values of both isotopic species, which give a value (?(79)/()(81) = 1.1959(20) .
This value is in very good agreement with the value obtained for free bromine atoms by atomic beam experiments of Brown and King [23] , ^(79)/ ()(81) =1.1970636(10) . This supports our analysis.
In Table 3 Another remarkable observation is the systematic variation of the quadrupole coupling constants of metal atoms with the internuclear distances. Figure 2 shows such a diagram. Similar behaviour has been observed in other groups of diatomic molecules (see for example [3] ). From the quadrupole coupling, the ionic character i c of the bond can be calculated using the relation [24] 4=1 +Zz/ e QnlO , where Xz is the quadrupole coupling constant e q Q of the molecule and e q Q,,\o is that of the atom. If we take eqQ n io= -769.76 for 79 Br and eqQ n \o = -643.04 MHz for 81 Br, the relation gives a value of i c = 0.66 from measurements of e q Q in both the isotopic molecular species.
